Introduction
============

The identification of associations between human genetic variation and disease phenotypes is a major thrust of current biomedical research. Such associations not only facilitate our understanding of the genetic basis for disease, but will open the door to personalized medicine, where treatment of patients can be tailored to their unique genetic characteristics. There are large-scale efforts to catalogue disease-related genetic variants in databases \[e.g., OMIM ([@bat019-B1]), HGMD ([@bat019-B2]), the Human Variome Project (<http://www.humanvariomeproject.org>), as well as numerous databases for individual genes ([@bat019-B3])\]. Recent research has highlighted the need to automatically mine such information from the biomedical literature, and approaches for extraction of mutations and their associated genes from natural language text have been proposed ([@bat019-B4]). Other work extends the methods to relate such gene/mutation pairs to a specific disease ([@bat019-B10]). These approaches require annotated textual data for training and evaluation of text mining systems.

In this work, we introduce a schema for annotation of the biomedical literature that targets the core information relevant to genetic variation and lays the foundation for text mining of this information. This schema has been developed in collaboration with curators of the InSiGHT (International Society for Gastrointestinal Hereditary Tumours, <http://www.insight-group.org>) database, which targets annotation of the genetic basis of Lynch Syndrome, also known as hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC) ([@bat019-B11]). The schema includes both fundamental domain concepts and, importantly, significant relations connecting these concepts. Although it has been developed in collaboration with the InSiGHT database, the schema and the text data that have been annotated with this schema are more broadly applicable to genetic variation across disease. It emphasizes high-level concepts such as *genes*, *mutations*, *diseases* and *patients*, as well as generic relations such as *patient-has-disease*. The schema has been applied to a small corpus of full text journal publications on the subject of inherited colorectal cancer, resulting in a resource for developing text mining systems that is unique in scope. We relate this schema to the manual curation process currently undertaken by the curators of the InSiGHT database and discuss how text mining tools trained on this corpus could assist in the InSiGHT curation process. *Nota Bene*: This article refers to genetic variants interchangeably as *variants*, *variations*, or *mutations*.

Background
==========

The InSiGHT database
--------------------

The InSiGHT is the peak professional body of health-care workers in the field of familial gastrointestinal (GI) cancer. InSiGHT aims to promote and coordinate efforts to improve understanding of the genetic basis, diagnosis, prevention and treatment of inherited forms of GI cancer. Lynch Syndrome and Familial Adenomatous Polyposis are the two main inherited GI cancer predisposition syndromes. InSiGHT maintains a database of genetic variants for both of these syndromes, but for this work, we focus on Lynch Syndrome, which is caused by mutations in the mismatch repair (MMR) genes. Worldwide, the annual incidence of Lynch Syndrome has been estimated to be 3% of colorectal cancer cases ([@bat019-B11]). The original database was established in the 1990s, with mutations reported by individual laboratories ([@bat019-B12]).

In 2008, InSiGHT began collaborating with the Human Variome Project (HVP) to improve systems and processes of variant sharing and interpretation. The HVP is a non-profit organization that coordinates efforts amongst individuals and groups to systematically share variants in publicly accessible databases. Around this time, two MMR gene databases were established independently ([@bat019-B13], [@bat019-B14]); each developed through extensive manual curation of published articles. Inspired by the vision of the HVP, InSiGHT merged the new databases with the existing database. The InSiGHT database uses the LOVD (Leiden Open Variation Database) platform ([@bat019-B15]). This is an open-source MySQL database and is commonly used for mutation database systems. Reports manually extracted from published literature comprise the majority of entries in the InSiGHT database (∼75% of all 13 000 entries covering over 2500 mutations, based on input from the database curator), with the balance coming through direct submissions from clinics.

The database structure of LOVD has two main tables, one for patient information, and the other for mutation information. The fields in these tables have been configured for GI cancer data. An important use of the data is for variant interpretation, that is, the assessment of the clinical impact of a genetic variant. This is an active area of work for the InSiGHT interpretation committee, which is using information from the InSiGHT database and published literature to assign pathogenicity to each variant. Pathogenicity indicates the probability that a variant is causative for a given phenotype or disease. InSiGHT uses a five-class system proposed by the International Agency for Research on Cancer Unclassified Genetic Variants Working Group ([@bat019-B16]), with classes of *neutral*, *probably neutral, uncertain*, *probably pathogenic* and *pathogenic*. Such interpretation is important, as a significant proportion of variants are unclassified (upwards of 50% of variants) ([@bat019-B17]). Pathogenicity classifications can be calculated using a multi-factorial Bayesian model, with the required supporting evidence found in published literature or other sources. The information necessary for interpretation of Lynch Sydrome-associated variants includes the following: tumour microsatellite instability (MSI) status and immunohistochemistry (IHC) results; variant frequency in cases and controls; and family history (e.g. does the variant co-segregate with disease?). Age and ethnicity of patients are also important elements of variant interpretation.

The InSiGHT database curation workflow and the role of text mining
------------------------------------------------------------------

An important issue with population of biomedical databases is the on-going publication of new articles. This requires continuous effort to keep the contents of the database up to date. It has been argued that text mining is required to improve the coverage of databases ([@bat019-B18]). The role of text mining in the biocuration workflow has been carefully considered by Hirschman *et al.* ([@bat019-B19]). The authors conducted a survey of biological database curators and identified a 'canonical' workflow for biocuration, including the steps of (i) document selection, (ii) indexing of documents with biologically relevant entities and (iii) detailed curation of specific relations. The InSiGHT database curation process also follows this general paradigm, with each step tailored to the specific curation goals for the database. Articles are selected initially on the basis of a search for a mention of a key gene of interest, followed by reading of the abstract to verify the relevance of the article. The final step is reading the actual article for the relevant elements of information required in the database annotation. Software for locating and managing the files is available, such as Reference Manager^™^.

The authors of ([@bat019-B19]) further identified several insertion points for text mining technologies, including for biological entity identification and normalization, and event detection. Text mining can be applied to prioritize documents for curation, and to determine what concepts (entities, events) of interest are mentioned in those documents. The survey indicated that there was strong interest both in batch processing of articles, where the automatic processing would be followed by biocurator validation, and more interactive tools integrated into their workflow. Although the most effective integration of text mining with the InSiGHT workflow is yet to be determined, the InSiGHT curators are interested in making use of text mining. Fully automatic database population may not be realistic ([@bat019-B20]) (see Discussion section), but minimally text mining can be used to identify potentially relevant information for curation, to reduce the workload for curators and ideally to enable (semi-) automatic population of the database fields with information from published sources. A tool that can highlight relevant articles and reliably identify sections or sentences where relevant information can be found, to be manually reviewed for curatable information, would already be a great advance in reducing the workload of curators to reading a few key paragraphs or sentences. Karamanis *et al.* ([@bat019-B21]) have shown that such support tools for FlyBase curation improved navigational efficiency for curators by ∼58%.

This project began as an attempt to extract important types of information relating to Lynch Syndrome and its genetic underpinnings in the MMR genes. A secondary goal is to extract information to be used for the purpose of variant interpretation.

In the context of the InSiGHT database, and for genetic variant databases more broadly, there are several key pieces of information that would be highly valuable to recognize in the published literature: mentions of mutations (variation) in genes of interest;mentions of a patient with the variant(s);the patient's disease status and demographic information;for a given published study, frequency information for each genetic variant in cases/controls or the number of individuals with the variant.

Our schema therefore targets this set of information, as we will detail below. The schema has been applied to a corpus of biomedical journal articles, producing a novel resource that contains entity and relation annotations relevant for understanding genetic variation. Significantly, we have annotated many relation types that have never, to our knowledge, been included in an annotated biomedical text corpus.

Methods
=======

We have designed the schema proposed in this work to be more broadly applicable than the specific needs of the InSiGHT database. As such, the schema---and any text mining tools that may be built based on the schema and the annotated text data---targets the goal of identifying potentially relevant information for curation of genetic variation and its relationship to disease. This includes genomic categories (e.g. *gene*, *mutation*), phenotypic categories (e.g. *disease*, *body part*) and categories related to the occurrence of mutations in disease (e.g. *cohort size*, *age*, *ethnicity*). In addition, the schema was designed to support eventual annotation of information for the purpose of supporting variant interpretation, captured in a broad category called *characteristic*. We did not explicitly target the existing structure of the InSiGHT database in designing the schema; we will consider how the schema aligns to that database in the Discussion section.

The variome annotation schema
-----------------------------

We refer to the schema as the *Variome Annotation Schema*. In total, 11 entity types and 13 relation types were selected for annotation. The first version of the Variome Annotation Schema was constructed by analysing the database schema for the existing InSiGHT mutation database; further categories and relations were added based on discussions with the InSiGHT database curator, who suggested additional useful information to capture. Initial guidelines were prepared for all categories and relations, describing the intended interpretation for each of those along with examples and counter-examples.

The entity types annotated are as follows: *Gene*: A segment of DNA that codes for a protein.*Mutation:* A mutation is an alteration (deletion, insertion, substitution) of nucleotides (DNA, RNA) or amino acids (Protein).*Body part*: An organ or anatomical location in a person.*Disease*: An abnormal condition affecting the body of an organism.*Patient*: An individual with a disease.*Cohort*: A group of people; specifically any group or population of people that may be assigned a disease or characteristic. This could range from two people, e.g. two siblings, to thousands (e.g. cases or controls).*Size*: A number indicating the number of people in a *cohort*, or the number/frequency of a *mutation*.*Age*: A number or range indicating how old a person/group of people is.*Gender*: Terms indicating whether someone is male or female.*Ethnicity or Geographical Location*: Terms indicating where a person/group of people comes from, either based on ethnic origin or where they live.*Characteristic*: A characteristic of *disease* or tumour, in the sense of a property or feature that commonly occurs in or is associated with that disease or tumour. Such information is relevant to variant interpretation. For example, MSI is commonly seen in Lynch Syndrome-associated tumours.

The relation types annotated are as follows: *Gene has Mutation*: A mutation occurs in or near a gene, usually at a given position.*Patient/Cohort has Mutation*: A patient or cohort has a specific genetic variation.*Mutation related to Disease*: A mutation is associated with (or causes) a disease.*Mutation has Size*: Indicates the number or frequency of mutations.*Disease has Characteristic*: A characteristic of a disease/tumour.*Disease related to Gene*: A disease is associated with a gene---that is, a gene (when mutated) is linked to, or causes a disease.*Disease related to Body Part*: A disease may occur in a body part, or have a body part in its name.*Patient has Age*: A patient has a given age.*Cohort has Age*: A summary age for a cohort. Often listed as a mean or an age limit.*Patient/Cohort has Gender*: A patient or cohort is male or female.*Patient/Cohort has Ethnicity/Geographic Location*: A patient or cohort has a given ethnicity or lives in a given place.*Patient/Cohort has Disease*: A patient or cohort has a disease.*Patient/Cohort has Characteristic*: A characteristic associated with a patient or cohort.*Cohort has Size*: The size of a cohort group.

Here, we consider a relation to be a predicate plus its typed arguments, following the mathematical notion of a relation as a function that relates two defined classes.

The complete Variome Annotation Schema Guideline document, which includes detailed annotated examples, is available as [Supplementary File S1](http://database.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/databa/bat019/-/DC1).

Note that although *mutation-relatedTo-disease* and *gene-relatedTo-disease* are superficially similar, they reflect different granularities of the information about a gene that is associated with a disease. Accordingly, a phrase such as 'an estimate of **six mutations** to **colorectal cancer**' represents a *mutation-relatedTo-disease* relation in the absence of a gene mention, while 'rectal **tumours** have a relatively higher frequency of **K-ras mutations in codons 12 and 13**' contains a *gene-relatedTo-disease* relation connecting 'K-ras' and 'tumours' as well as a *gene-has-mutation* relation connecting 'K-ras' and 'mutations in codons 12 and 13'. A *mutation-relatedTo-disease* relation could be inferred from those two propositions. Such similar relations are included to enable coverage of a range of linguistic patterns for expressing similar information, and for capturing as many specific propositions as possible.

Constructing an annotated corpus
--------------------------------

The document annotation process consisted of three main phases: Selecting a set of documents to be annotated, and to act as the corpus;Preparing the documents for annotation, including pre-processing, and loading them into the annotation tool, BRAT;The actual annotation phase.

### Document selection

Documents were firstly selected for annotation based on (some) relevance to the subject topic area. This was done using PubMed Central® to loosely identify documents relevant to the genetics of *Lynch syndrome,* which covers inherited colon cancer as well as certain other cancers. This was done by using a search query consisting of the three most common Lynch syndrome genes: 'MLH1 or MSH2 or MSH6'. This search strategy was selected to emphasize the mutation focus of the corpus, rather than a focus on the disease itself. High specificity of the query was not important: since our Schema and Guidelines are generic, we tolerated (indeed welcomed, for diversity of coverage) some documents that were outside the strict subject area. Other than the choice of the searched genes, the selection of articles was not directly targeted to the InSiGHT database, i.e. articles were not filtered for existing annotated data in InSiGHT.

Next, we downloaded only articles that were available as an open access full text publication through PubMed Central. Open access articles have been shown to be representative of the broader literature ([@bat019-B22]). Moreover, the BRAT annotation tool ([@bat019-B23]) requires articles in text form, so we retained only those articles available in HTML or XML format. As of January 2013, the PubMed query returns 4458 articles, with 1734 available in the PubMed Central Open Access collection. Articles were selected randomly from amongst the set available when the corpus was established in late 2011. For reference, there are currently 483 PubMed IDs referenced in the InSiGHT database, with only 17 available in the open access collection. Selected articles were annotated in numeric order by PubMed Central ID.

### Document preprocessing

As mentioned above, annotation was performed using the web-based BRAT annotation tool, which supports structured annotations. Before loading the documents into BRAT, each document was split into multiple files, each major section in a different file, to counter performance issues with BRAT over large files. Some sections were removed (i.e., those not containing relevant content, such as Author Contributions, References, etc.); those to be included were converted into plain text.

Finally, the uploaded documents were automatically pre-annotated. A number of simple regular expressions were used to identify simple clear likely occurrences of annotation schema categories. For example, expressions corresponding to the Lynch Syndrome gene names were used to annotate those items as *gene*, and the expression '*\[0--9\]+ years? old*' (plus more like this) was used to detect likely instances of the category *age*. The MutationFinder tool ([@bat019-B5]) was used to detect (likely) occurrences of mutations. These pre-annotated files were then made available to the annotators, with the annotators being able to modify any auto-annotations that they considered to be incorrect.

### Annotation process

The Annotation phase was performed by two main annotators, each a final-year undergraduate Genetics student, using the BRAT tool; [Figure 1](#bat019-F1){ref-type="fig"} shows a screenshot of the tool with an annotated document from our corpus. The BRAT tool supports entity annotation through selection of a span of text by keeping the left mouse button down while dragging the cursor across the span, or by double-clicking a word. A predefined set of entity types, from the Schema, are available to label the annotation. Relations are added by clicking on one entity and dragging the mouse pointer to the other entity. Again, only relation types specified in the Schema are available to label the annotation. The type constraints of each relation are checked against a configuration file; arbitrary relations are not allowed. BRAT has some limitations that placed restrictions on the Annotation Guidelines: e.g. entities must be continuous and cannot be split over multiple lines. Our Guidelines were updated to reflect such limitations. Figure 1.A screenshot of the BRAT tool ([@bat019-B5]) being used to annotate a document in the InSiGHT corpus.

Using the initial Guidelines document, all project team members (both annotators, the database curator and InSiGHT project member, and the Language Technology researchers) jointly annotated the abstract of a single article: the abstract was selected to be dense with annotation categories. This exercise was designed to immediately identify any problematic or unclear guidelines, which were then corrected or clarified. The initial annotation phase then involved the two annotators annotating five full articles, according to the Guidelines; the resulting annotated documents were examined for agreement between the annotators, and particularly for any differences in the way categories were filled. Such disagreements were resolved via meetings involving all team members; any disputes were resolved by the curator of the existing database. The articles were re-annotated, and the Guidelines document was updated to reflect the resolutions and clarifications to differences in interpretation between the annotators.

Following this initial phase, the annotators were given five further articles to double-annotate to verify agreed interpretation of all annotation categories and relations. Each annotator had some further questions during this second phase---these were quickly resolved and the Guidelines clarified where appropriate.

Having verified acceptable inter-annotator agreement on this set, the remaining articles were divided amongst the two main annotators, with each article being assigned one annotator. Other minor modifications to the Guidelines and interpretation of Schema categories were made during the formal annotation phase, whether raised by one or both annotators; these were again resolved by discussion, with final resolution left to the curator. After such a clarification, one or both annotators would revisit any articles they had already annotated to ensure their use of that category reflected the updated Guidelines.

Results
=======

To date, 10 journal articles (listed in [Table 1](#bat019-T1){ref-type="table"}) have been (doubly) annotated following the Variome Annotation Schema, and 21 additional (singly annotated) articles will be ready soon. The entity and relation annotations are stored using the file format representation of the BioNLP Shared Task (<http://2011.bionlp-st.org/home/file-formats>). The current corpus of 10 journal articles is split into 120 units defined by article sections and contains 42 921 words. Corpus annotation, after the annotator training phase and with no more revisions to the Guidelines, requires ∼4 h per article. The corpus consisting of the 10 doubly annotated articles, with the rest of the corpus to follow, is available at <http://opennicta.com/home/health/variome>. Table 1.The articles included in the doubly annotated portion of the human variome corpusPubMed IDPubMed central ID162021341266026163561741334229164032241360090164264471373649168797511557864169820061601966168793891619718182579122275286184335092386495212474233034663

To evaluate the consistency of the corpus annotations, we measure inter-annotator agreement (IAA) over the articles annotated by both annotators. Note that we measured IAA after the annotators reviewed all their annotations after any modifications to the Guidelines---i.e. the reported IAA measurements reflect final document annotations consistent with the final agreed Guidelines document.

Although the kappa statistic ([@bat019-B24]) is typically used to measure IAA, it cannot be applied in our case, as it requires estimating the 'random distribution' based on a negative set of annotations that is not available ([@bat019-B25]). Therefore, we use F-measure (*F*1 score), using the standard formulas (TP = True Positives, FP = False Positives, FN = False Negatives, Precision = TP/(TP+FP), Recall = TP/(TP + FN), F1 = (2 \* Precision \* Recall)/(Precision + Recall)). Since F-measure is symmetric, it captures the results of comparing the annotations from one annotator with the other.

When comparing the annotation of entities between the two annotators, there is agreement if each annotator annotates the same entity: i.e., both the textual span (begin/end boundaries) of the annotated entity and the entity type match. Statistics on the agreement of entity annotation is available in [Table 2](#bat019-T2){ref-type="table"}. We find that there is broad agreement in the annotation of entities. Many of the differences are due to boundary mismatches that have been automatically resolved. Boundary mismatches were typically related to more specific annotation by one of the annotators---e.g., one annotator selected the phrase 'FAP cancers' while the other only annotated the substring 'cancers'. [Table 2](#bat019-T2){ref-type="table"} also shows agreement for the case where the annotation boundaries are relaxed, i.e., where two entity annotations of the same type overlap a given span of text but do not have exactly matching begin/end points, and this shows even higher agreement. We discuss boundary differences further in the Discussion section. Table 2.Entity annotation statisticsEntity typeAnnotator 1Annotator 2Strict boundary matchRelaxed boundary matchAgreed*F*-measureAgreed*F*-measureAge8685670.7836800.9249Body-part4074323940.93923950.9416Characteristic103710358490.81959020.8753Cohort-patient118910969440.826310150.8869Disease1475149713650.918614060.9462Ethnicity6256560.9492560.9492Gender6057490.8376550.9402Gene91810789020.90389090.9108Mutation5445284400.82094770.8883Size6066695840.91615880.9224

The relations have three components: the type of relation (*has* or *relatedTo*) and two arguments filled with annotated entities. We consider there to be agreement if there is an agreement on the relation type itself, as well as agreement on the arguments. The direction of the relation is not relevant for the comparison (e.g. *gene-has-mutation* is the same relation as *mutation-has-gene*). The entity types *cohort* and *patient* have been merged, as they refer, in practice, to the same entity type (a cohort of size 1 is a patient). This reduces the number of candidate relations to be checked.

Since relation agreement relies on entity agreement, the relation agreement numbers shown in [Table 3](#bat019-T3){ref-type="table"} are lower than for entity annotation. Many of the disagreements are due to boundary disagreements and to different interpretations of the guidelines. The disagreements can in many cases be automatically resolved, first by resolving the entity annotation disagreements and then by adding the missing relations that are based on those entities. We therefore developed a set of rules to produce a merged set of annotations. These rules follow the annotation guidelines and the advice of the InSiGHT database curator. For most disagreements, entities annotated by just one annotator were added to the merged set, as they generally were valid mentions missed by the other annotator. If both annotators had annotated the same entity, the largest span is preferred in most cases. Instances of the *characteristic* entity type, as they are modifiers, were removed if they did not take part in any relation, i.e. *characteristics* cannot stand alone, but rather only have meaning as an argument of a *has-characteristic* relation. The same is true for *size* annotations, which do not have meaning outside of a *cohort-has-size* or *mutation-has-size* relation. Some missing annotations were added to comply with the annotation of diseases: e.g., the occurrence of the *body part* 'colon' within the *disease* annotation 'colon cancer', which were not consistently annotated according to the guidelines. Table 3.Relation inter-annotator agreementRelation typeEntity 1Entity 2Annotator 1Annotator 2Agreed*F*-measurehasAgeCohort/Patient7871570.7651hasCharacteristicCohort/Patient0231----hasCharacteristicDisease9256615570.7024hasCohort/PatientDisease6125494460.7683hasCohort/PatientEthnicity4232280.7568hasCohort/PatientGender6646350.6250hasCohort/PatientMutation2452071470.6504hasCohort/PatientSize5996175450.9016hasGeneMutation4914574100.8650hasMutationSize037----relatedToBody-partDisease3923903370.8619relatedToDiseaseGene314540.1053relatedToDiseaseMutation10450280.3636

Annotations from both annotators have been merged into a single corpus. The rules for merging the annotations are based on the analysis previously mentioned in the Results section. [Table 4](#bat019-T4){ref-type="table"} shows the entity statistics for the merged set. With this merged set of entities, we have reviewed the relations. Once the entity disagreements are resolved, many relation disagreements are also resolved. We manually reviewed the disagreements and merged the relation annotations by adding the relations annotated by each annotator. Table 4.Merged entity type statisticsEntity typeFrequencyAge85Body-part465Characteristic986Cohort-patient1272Disease1700Ethnicity62Gender62Gene1086Mutation598Size675

Discussion
==========

Alignment of variome annotation schema to InSiGHT
-------------------------------------------------

To assess the Variome Annotation Schema for use in the InSiGHT database curation process, the database curator reviewed several of the articles in our corpus for information relevant to the database. The articles selected for the corpus had not been previously included in the database. The curator read unannotated versions of the articles and identified the core information he would typically include in the database. This information was then compared with the annotations for those same articles created by the annotators.

We find that the information about *genes* and *mutations* was in general properly identified and linked to the *patient* or *cohort*. This includes not only the identification of the cohort but also its *size*, thereby providing the basic curatable information about different cohort groups.

[Table 5](#bat019-T5){ref-type="table"} presents a basic analysis of how the information in the Variome Annotation Schema corresponds to fields in the current InSiGHT database. While several of the annotated concepts and relations map directly to existing fields, several others do not. The *mutation* concept, for instance, as annotated according to the guidelines, in some cases refers to strings that contain constituents that in turn map to the distinct database fields of exon/intron number, variant name and protein change. For example, the annotation of the sentence 'a [c.1864C]{.ul} [\>A transversion in exon 12]{.ul} of hMSH2 gene at the heterozygous state ... leading to a proline 622 to threonine ([p.Pro622Thr]{.ul}) amino acid substitution', with two mutation annotations indicated with underlining, would correspond to values in database fields for the gene (hMSH2), exon ([@bat019-B12]), variant (c.1864C \> A) and protein change (p.Pro622Thr). This example also shows that the annotation schema does not distinguish between DNA and protein mutations, whereas the database does. *Body part* maps to the *Disease* field of the database, though it does not have good conceptual alignment to that field, because it is the primary place in the database where disease localization is recorded. As indicated in the table, *body part* can also appear in the *Additional Phenotype* field of the database. Concept annotations such as *age*, *gender* and *ethnicity* can be assumed to correspond to a specific patient; this information is more reliable if a specific relation involving a patient is identified. *Ethnicity* in the Variome Annotation Schema is ambiguous; we do not discriminate between *Ethnicity* and *Geographic Location*, though this distinction exists in the database schema, and therefore that concept may map to either field. Some *characteristics* correspond to the database fields of MSI and IHC. Cells labelled 'N/A' correspond to concepts that are unique to the database. *In silico* predictions and *in vitro* assay results are not included in the annotation schema due to their complexity, though they form an important part of InSiGHT's variant interpretation process. Table 5.Mapping of annotation schema to InSIGHT database fieldsAnnotation typePrimary database fieldsOther database fieldsGeneGeneMutation(Exon/intron number, variant name, protein change)DiseaseDiseaseAdditional phenotypeBody partDiseaseAdditional phenotype*Mutation-has-size*FrequencyAge, *patient-has-age*Patient ageGender, *patient-has-gender*Patient genderEthnicity, *patient-has-ethnicity*EthnicityGeographic locationCohort + *cohort-has-size*FrequencyCharacteristicMSI (microsatellite instability)IHC (immunohistochemistry)N/AFunctional assayFunctional assay resultN/A*In silico* prediction*In silico* result

Several additional difficulties were identified in relating the information relevant for curation to the corpus annotation. First, all entities and relations in the article are annotated according to the schema, although they may not always be relevant to the scope of the database. For instance, in the InSiGHT database, only germline mutations are relevant due to the focus on inherited cancers. The annotation schema specifies that all mutations should be annotated; this includes somatic mutations that would not be included according to the database criteria. This suggests that an additional discrimination task to differentiate the two types of mutations might be required. Second, another relevancy issue arises in relation to the specific diseases discussed in the articles. While the articles were initially selected on the basis of genes known to be relevant to Lynch Syndrome, these genes are also discussed in the context of sporadic or other cancers or indeed cancer cell lines. Some filtering would be required to specifically meet the needs of the database curators by only highlighting genetic variants specifically relevant to the focus disease of the database.

The LOVD schema used in the InSiGHT database is designed to handle individual patient- and mutation-level information. Therefore, the database uses mutation and patient identifiers as key fields, with all other information anchored to those fields. Published articles, on the other hand, often report on multiple patients in a summary, rather than specific cases. This summary information cannot be directly mapped to a database record in the current database structure. Furthermore, published articles may discuss e.g., Lynch Syndrome patients in general, without highlighting a specific mutation. Again, without a concrete mutation to tie the information to, it is not possible to record this information in the database. On the other hand, the generic information about those patient groups that the Variome Annotation Schema targets is potentially useful for understanding Lynch Sydrome even without a specific variant mention.

Some of these difficulties could be overcome by a post-annotation filtering step to exclude unwanted data on the basis of a relevancy assessment. Others can be addressed through an alteration to the database schema to increase the type of information allowed. For example, summary information could be included in addition to individual patient data.

A specific challenge to text mining that arises from this analysis is that several of the key mutations in one of the articles (PubMed ID 18257912/PubMed Central ID 2275286) appear (only) in a table. The information in tables was not in scope for the annotators; the annotation was limited to information appearing in the main text ("prose" sentences of natural language) of the article. Therefore, this information was missed entirely in the annotation. Text mining of this information will require analysis of the content of tables in articles; semantic interpretation of tables is a difficult problem ([@bat019-B26], [@bat019-B27]).

Despite the discrepancies and challenges we have identified, we remain convinced that tools developed on the basis of the corpus can be deployed in the context of InSiGHT database curation. As suggested above, tools that can highlight relevant articles and reliably identify relevant information in those articles, to be manually reviewed for curatable information, would help greatly to reduce curator workload. Fully automated database population is not required in order for the tools to be useful; computationally assisted curation would already make a large difference. Our analysis suggests that the data annotated with the Variome Annotation Schema would facilitate progress towards such useful tools.

Analysis of annotation agreement
--------------------------------

In general, entity annotation agreement on the corpus is quite high and therefore will serve as reliable example data. We have reviewed entity types for which the agreement is lower than 0.9 by F-measure. Many disagreements are boundary disagreements or entities overlooked by one of the two annotators. Examples of disagreement have been extracted and examined by the InSiGHT database curator to understand and resolve them. Disagreements in the *age* entity type are due to terms being annotated that do not directly denote age, such as 'at older age', 'earlier in life', 'very early in life'. For the *cohort-patient* entity type, many disagreements are due to disagreements in the boundary of the entity annotation (e.g. 'Chinese' versus 'Chinese population', or 'MSI-H CRC' versus 'CRC' or 'seven cases' versus 'cases' alone). Another disagreement example involves the annotation of relatives of a patient (e.g., a patient's mother or father), which in some cases carry a relevant mutation and should be annotated. Examples of boundary disagreement for the *gender* entity annotations include an annotation of the phrase 'proband\'s father' rather than 'father' alone; in this case 'father' is the only word denoting the *gender* and so the shorter annotation is preferred. Finally, examples of boundary disagreements for the *mutation* entity type are related to specificity of the annotation. In the following *mutation* examples, the largest span should be annotated to better describe the mutation present in text: 'mutation in exon 2' versus 'exon 2', 'activating mutation' versus 'activating mutation in K-ras'.

As mentioned previously, the agreement on annotation of the *characteristic* entity type is lower than for other entities. Examination of these annotations revealed that this is due to a lack of a fully coherent semantic definition in the Guidelines. That is, the notion of a 'characteristic' or 'property' of something could apply to nearly anything that is associated to the entity. To obtain a clearer idea of the kinds of terms that in practice have been annotated as characteristics, we manually mapped each *characteristic* annotation to a UMLS® Semantic Group ([@bat019-B28]) (using judgment to select the closest group). The statistics of the resulting mapping are shown in [Table 6](#bat019-T6){ref-type="table"}; all *characteristic* annotations map to one of four Semantic Groups, with most belonging to either 'Concepts & Ideas', 'Disorders' or 'Physiology'. In [Table 7](#bat019-T7){ref-type="table"}, we show the relation statistics of the merged set with the characteristic category split into the UMLS Semantic Groups. We see, for instance, that cohorts/patients tend to be associated with 'Disorder' characteristics more often than other kinds of characteristics. These semantic groups can be used to guide the selection of appropriate information for inclusion in a *characteristic* annotation. That is, the semantic groups could be used to refine the definition of *characteristic* to an entity from one of the four groups. If an annotation attempts to label some piece of information that falls outside of one of the four semantic groups as a characteristic, it can be flagged as not satisfying the semantic constraints, or at least requiring review. Furthermore, these semantic groups could provide a way to recognize characteristics more generically: a term in an article that is recognized as belonging to one of these groups can be highlighted as potentially relevant for describing a cohort or disease. This analysis is an attempt to ground the notion of a *characteristic* to concepts from an existing semantic resource. Table 6.Mapping of 'characteristic' to UMLS semantic groupsSemantic groupFrequencyConcepts and ideas359Disorders353Phenomena22Physiology252 Table 7.Frequency of relationsRelationEntity 1Entity 2FrequencyhasConcepts and ideasAge1hasConcepts and ideasBody-part7hasConcepts and ideasCohort-patient44hasConcepts and ideasDisease431hasConcepts and ideasGender2hasConcepts and ideasGene8hasConcepts and ideasMutation1hasDisordersBody-part13hasDisordersCohort-patient119hasDisordersDisease349hasDisordersGene24hasDisordersMutation3hasPhenomenaCohort-patient11hasPhenomenaDisease21hasPhenomenaGene18hasPhenomenaMutation1hasPhysiologyCohort-patient65hasPhysiologyDisease188hasPhysiologyGene180hasPhysiologyMutation12hasPhysiologySize1hasAgeCohort-patient88hasBody-partCohort-patient2hasBody-partDisease24hasCohort-patientCohort-patient2hasCohort-patientDisease717hasCohort-patientEthnicity45hasCohort-patientGender78hasCohort-patientMutation307hasCohort-patientSize669hasDiseaseMutation1hasGeneMutation538hasMutationSize37relatedToBody-partDisease445relatedToDiseaseGene72relatedToDiseaseMutation126

Examination of the relation agreement in [Table 3](#bat019-T3){ref-type="table"} reveals that there are some relations which have no agreement (indicated as "-" F-measure). These are relations that were only annotated by one of the annotators. This could be due to misinterpretation of the Guidelines. For instance, one of the annotators may not have understood that *characteristics* can be associated with *cohorts* or *patients.* The relation *mutation-has-size* was added late in the annotation process, and one of the annotators (annotator 1) was unable to review the files to add it; therefore, we cannot assess agreement on this relation. This has additional implications for the annotation of *size*: since *size* has to be related to either a *mutation*, *cohort* or *patient* entity, annotator 2 produced a larger set of *size* annotations.

In addition, there are relations with very low agreement. Examples of these relation types are *disease-relatedTo-gene* and *disease-relatedTo-mutation*. The main reason for these discrepancies is that instances of the relation in text are simply missed by one of the annotators. There are a large number of annotations that have been correctly identified and this has been resolved by merging the relations from both annotators into the final annotation set. The data in [Table 7](#bat019-T7){ref-type="table"} shows the total number of relations after merging the work of both annotators, coupled with the breakdown of the *characteristic* type into more specific UMLS Semantic Group categories.

Text mining variant analysis
----------------------------

The corpus we have annotated following the Variome Annotation Schema introduced in this article will serve as an important resource for training and evaluating text mining tools that target information extraction of genetic variation and its relationship to disease. The use of the corpus for this purpose will be explored in detail in future work. While the articles selected for inclusion in our corpus are derived on the basis of some association to Lynch Syndrome, the entity and relation types we have targeted for annotation are also generally applicable to genetic variation in other disease contexts.

Existing text mining tools
--------------------------

There has been some prior effort relevant to text mining for genetic variation which we review briefly here. Several systems have addressed identification of mutations in text, as reviewed in ([@bat019-B9]), including the system MutationFinder that we used for pre-annotation of mutations ([@bat019-B5]). These tools typically ignore splice-site mutations, insertions, deletions, stop codons and frame shifts; they focus on single point mutations. More recent work attempts to identify the functional impact of such mutations, e.g., the effect of a protein mutation on kinetic properties or protein stability ([@bat019-B8], [@bat019-B9]). The Extractor of Mutations (EMU) tool identifies mutations and their associated genes related to Breast and Prostate Cancers ([@bat019-B10]). The Mutator tool ([@bat019-B7]) uses regular expressions to recognize mutations and was tested on mutations related to Fabry disease. The LEAP-FS system aims to recognize all protein amino acid mentions in text, including mutations but also bare mentions ([@bat019-B29]), and subsequent work with that tool addresses identifying relations between residues and their associated proteins in text ([@bat019-B30]) as well as functional classification of those residues as catalytic ([@bat019-B31]).

Other information extraction work has addressed recognition of some of the other entity categories annotated in our schema. Existing methods, usually using machine learning techniques such as conditional random fields, address recognition of *diseases* ([@bat019-B32], [@bat019-B33]) and *genes*, e.g. the GENIA ([@bat019-B34]) or ABNER ([@bat019-B35]) systems. The remaining entity types have not been studied as thoroughly but could be annotated using terminologies like the UMLS Metathesaurus®, for which MetaMap ([@bat019-B36], [@bat019-B37]) would be a first choice. The Metathesaurus concepts are grouped into meaningful categories like 'Age Group', 'Family Group' or 'Population Group', which are relevant to some of the entity types. In addition, we have shown how the *characteristic* entity type can be mapped to UMLS Semantic Groups. Regular expressions could be considered as well to identify the age of cohorts and the size entity type. Other work (e.g. [@bat019-B38], [@bat019-B39]) has addressed annotation of PICO (Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome) or similar criteria used in Evidence-Based Medicine. While these categories are superficially related to our aims, that work does not address specific patient/cohort information and relationships involving these categories.

Existing work on annotation of relations addresses only a limited number of relation types in the biomedical domain. In addition to the work on *gene*/*protein*--*mutation* relationships mentioned above, *protein*--*protein* interactions and other specific events such as *gene expression* and *transcription* have been studied in community challenges ([@bat019-B40], [@bat019-B41]). For many of the relation types in our work (e.g. *cohort-has-size*), there is no existing work that we are aware of. Pattern matching-based systems ([@bat019-B42]) or machine learning ([@bat019-B43]) approaches are suitable for consideration for such relation annotation.

The feasibility of automatic genetic variant database population
----------------------------------------------------------------

Our analysis indicates that fully automated population of a genetic variant database is not likely to be possible, given subtle database-specific relevancy judgments that are required. However, for some specific entity and relation types, text mining may be suitable for initial population of a database record.

A key feature of the EMU, Mutator and LEAP-FS systems is that they exploit known sequence information about genes to validate identified gene or protein--mutation relationships; in ([@bat019-B7], [@bat019-B10]), this external knowledge is applied as a filter after a putative gene--mutation relationship is identified while in ([@bat019-B30]), it is used to build reliable training data for inferring linguistic relational patterns. Such work has highlighted the importance of this physical information for reliable extraction of information relevant to variants. However, in general, such information is not always straightforward to apply, due to inconsistencies in references to genomic coordinates and gene nomenclature ([@bat019-B44]). These inconsistencies will need to be resolved in text mining solutions that depend on using this information to improve accuracy.

We note that, given nomenclature variation for mutations and other relevant categories of information---notably phenotypic and *characteristic* information---even organization of disease-related mutations into a database does not provide the final solution to easy access to comprehensive mutation data ([@bat019-B45]). Text mining can provide value in this context by providing tools that target clearly specified annotation schema for well-defined information types and by mapping natural language descriptions to standard nomenclature ([@bat019-B46]) or to controlled vocabulary or ontology terms, as we have done with the UMLS Semantic Groups. This provides the semantic glue that enables relating disparate information on genetic variation, enabling standardization and improved querying ([@bat019-B20]).

Conclusion
==========

We have introduced the Variome Annotation Schema. This schema aims to capture the core information relevant to genetic variant databases, and discussed the application of that schema to a small corpus of full text publications. We found there was good inter-annotator agreement on the basic entity annotations, in particular when some relaxation of annotation boundaries is permitted, and good agreement on most relation annotations. We showed that the somewhat imprecise entity type of *characteristic* can be broken down into four UMLS Semantic Groups; the use of these groups will improve the consistency of annotation with the schema.

The corpus we have built will provide an important resource for building text mining systems that can support the curation of genetic variation and associated phenotypic data, for the InSiGHT database as well as other gene- and disease-specific databases. There are currently text mining tools that target some of the aspects of the Variome Annotation Schema, but several of the concepts and most of the relation types we introduce have not been previously considered for text mining. The corpus provides an opportunity to develop new tools more targeted to the needs of the context of the human variome. We will do this in future work, and make the resource available to the community when the remaining annotation is completed.
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==================

[Supplementary data](http://database.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/databa/bat019/-/DC1) are available at *Database* Online.
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